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Astro-Research Notes; Robt. Needham

Jupiter’s Effects (Archive)  Reprint of 1997 USA Today article

   “Scientists Monday, 12/8/97, identified Jupiter as the mystery source of killer electrons that periodically bombard Earth and may knock out satellites and power grids. New satellite measurements reveal a flow of electrons traveling near the speed of light from Jupiter’s massive magnetic field. 
Scientists already knew that the sun bombards Earth w/ killer electrons and that there was another source. ...new electron storms may be predicted just the way weathercasters predict thunderstorms. 
“We can see clearly that the Earth is caught between the magnetic energies of the sun & Jupiter” says Daniel Baker, director of the Laboratory for Atmosphere and Space Physics at the University of Colorado in Boulder. 
Showers of high-velocity electrons can cause blackouts on Earth, damage power sources on satellites and knock out navigational global positioning systems They also deliver heavy, cancer-causing doses of radiation to humans who may be walking in space during an electron storm. 
The ability to forecast “space weather” has important health implications for astronauts and will have a major impact on the men and women who will work in space to build the international space station.    Italics mine.
On Nov. 6th, a burst of high-energy electrons from the sun temporarily knocked out the European Space Agency’s solar-observing SOHO satellite. The electrons reached Earth in only 20 minutes instead of the usual two to three days.” 
                                                                                         Article in USA Today 12/9/97 


Commentary & examples
This electron damage effect came true on May 29th 1998 when a giant satellite communications blackout occured, knocking out hundreds of thousands of pagers, also see Mir Space Station’s troubled computer history.


Example: the crash of Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9  in 1995 where the comet was drawn, from millions of miles away, into Jupiter’s magnetic field and destroyed.
Example: The Northridge Earthquake in Jan. 1994.
Example: Friday May 22, 1998 a major earthquake in Bogata, S.A.
Example: When RMS Titanic sank on April 15, 1912, Jupiter was Rx and Square to Chiron in Pisces (death by drowning). 

Sunspots & Health
Sunspots are solar radiation, huge waves of electro-magnetic energy, rising from the sun’s surface.
“Whenever there is heavy sunspot activity (solar radiation flares) the motor vehicle accident rate doubles (here on earth)”. The wars of the Crusades occured during a period of pronounced sunspot activity.” Mt. Prospect Library text.   



What is Astrology?

Q. If each one of us is born under the astro energies/ radiation of space and astrology is the study of those planetary/ magnetic energy effects doesn’t it stand that we can know what these effects are, or will be on humans?

Health Effects & Jupiter:
After my studying the natal charts of health insurance claimants in 1998 it has become overwhelmingly apparent that an afflicted Jupiter (by opposition, sesquisquare, square, or quindecile aspect or retrograde ) is always present whenever there is serious disease or injury. 

Examples: O. Rohleder, Ben Needham, David Koresh, Robt. Needham Sr., 
Captn. R F Scott., Bruce Lee, GT Life Co. patients with diabetes, Romalis Gray, 
Mark Hamil, “Star Wars”.  

A well-aspected Jupiter usually confers good luck, and good health.
An afflicted sun is also present whenever there is serious disease (by hard aspect or an afflicted dispositor). Likewise a well-aspected sun indicates good health. 

Conjunctions, Planetary Tides & Earthquakes
“Jupiter & Saturn Conjunctions cause earthquakes.”  pages 108-132; of “The Jupiter Effect”, Vintage Books 1976 by John R. Gribbin and Dr. Stephen H. Plagemann Phd., also Dell Horoscope.
If an earthquake is a disturbance in the earth’s crust due to shifting tidal forces of gravitation- could it also be that humans have health “earthquakes” for similar reasons… arising from similar astrological influences?


A Great Teacher Appears whenever there’s a Jupiter/ Saturn conjunction. Astrological tradition 

The next Great Saturn/Jupiter Conjunction is May 28, 2000.



